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Announcing an all-new user experience for 2013

Find out more and claim your free trial at www.ouplaw.com 

new content | new resources | new experience

set new standards
2013 sees the migration of our acclaimed law services as well as the 
launch of new services onto a new, enhanced interface. Our mission 
is to bring you an improved user experience whilst continuing to 
deliver the best quality content in an easy-to-use format.

A free trial is available for your institution  
or organisation today!
To learn more, request pricing, or to set up a FREE trial for any of these products,  
contact your Oxford representative at institutionalsales@oup.com  
or +44 (0) 1865 353705.

Customers in North and South America can contact oxfordonline@oup.com  
or 1 800 624 0153

Users will be able to:

•	Find content quickly with enhanced search and browse facilities

•	Cross-search between services

•	Speed up the research process with new personalisation options

•	Navigate quickly and easily to relevant content with an improved layout, based on 
user feedback

•	Extend their research capabilities via a new and improved Oxford Law Citator

for your online legal research

‘We’re particularly excited that users will now find 
key information on citations and links resident in the 

main screens, making research simple, contextual, 
and offering direct access to key materials.’

Andy Redman, Editorial Director, Oxford University Press

NEW 2013
NEW 2013

NEW 2013
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MAX PLANCK ENCYCLOPEDIA OF PUBLIC INTERNATIONAL LAW

Our established legal research services

The Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law is a comprehensive online resource containing 
peer-reviewed articles on every aspect of public international law.

Written and edited by an incomparable team of over 800 scholars and practitioners, published in 
partnership with the Max Planck Institute for Comparative Public Law and International Law and updated 
regularly, this major reference work is essential for anyone researching or teaching international law.

www.mpepil.com

The definitive reference work on 
public international law

The full scope of international case law – 
expertly analysed and inter-linked 

Faster, more effective research of 
investment arbitration disputes
Investment Claims is a specialist service which has been described as “invaluable” by 
its users. Researchers have access to a fully integrated suite of arbitration awards and 
decisions, bilateral investment treaties, multilateral treaties, journal articles, monographs, 
and arbitration laws. We guarantee that content in Investment Claims is prepared and 
validated by experts to ensure that key issues can be researched quickly, that versions of 
treaties are accurate and up-to-date, and that the quality of citation, cross-references, and 
linking available through the Oxford Law Citator are unsurpassed in the field.

www.investmentclaims.com 

Oxford Reports on International Law has set new standards for currency and coverage  
of public international case law, reporting on international courts, domestic courts,  
and ad hoc tribunals. The case reports include the full text of each decision, headnote, 
as well as analytical commentary and English translations of key non-English decisions. 
With reports on over 4,000 cases, Oxford Reports on International Law is now rightly 
regarded as a must-have resource for the international law researcher.

www.oxfordlawreports.com 
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What is Oxford Competition Law?

Oxford Competition Law is the only fully 
integrated service to combine universally 
recognised market-leading commentaries with 
rigorous, selective National case reports and 
analysis from EU member states.

Oxford Competition Law is a suite of fully 
interlinked competition analysis, peer 
reviewed case reports and source materials 
– the ideal resource for assisting with case 
preparation.

Search, browse, and compare enhanced  
full-text versions of key commentaries:

•	Bellamy & Child: European Community  
Law of Competition (Online-only updates!)

•	Faull & Nikpay: The EC Law of Competition

•	Whish & Bailey: Competition Law 

The service is continually updated with cases 
and materials, a must-have for practitioners 
and legal scholars needing up-to-date 
information quickly.

How Oxford Competition Law  
supports legal research

For Professionals…
•	Clear browsing across Commentary,  

Cases and Materials, with integrated 
searching across all three content types 

•	Read peer-reviewed national case reports 
including a detailed summary of the case, 
expert analysis, and links to the original 
judgment

Access the Oxford Law Citator – a state of the 
art research navigation tool – for direct links to 
referenced material and other related content 

For Librarians…
•	Online tutorials and quick user guides

•	COUNTER-compliant usage statistics for 
reporting

•	DOIs to allow direct referencing in reading lists

•	MARC records available free of charge

•	OpenURL compliance, connecting citations 
through to your library catalogue

What is Oxford Constitutions of the World?

Oxford Constitutions of the World is the only resource to 
contain fully-translated English-language versions of all of 
the world’s constitutions (both national & sub-national), 
accompanied by individual commentaries, supplementary 
materials, including foundation documents, historical 
constitutions, and amendment Acts/laws, and a collection 
of scholarly monographs.

‘a most ambitious undertaking, obviously in 
highly competent and enthusiastic hands’ 
International and Comparative Law Quarterly*

Users Can:

•	Browse English language translations of all of the 
world’s constitutions

•	Read commentaries and supplementary materials 
accompanying each constitution, as well as a collection 
of constitutional monographs

•	Find articles by jurisdiction, keyword, subject, and more

•	Keep up-to-date with developments in constitutional 
law, with updates to all materials throughout the year

Access the Oxford Law Citator for direct links between 
all constitutions, commentaries, monographs, and 
supplementary material

New resources for 2013 Claim your institutional free trial at www.ouplaw.com New resources for 2013

www.oxfordconstitutionsoftheworld.com www.scholarlyauthorities.com www.oxfordcompetitionlaw.com 

OXFORD COMPETITION LAW OXFORD SChOLARLY AUThORITIES ON INTERNATIONAL LAW OXFORD CONSTITUTIONS OF ThE WORLD

A new way to look    
at competition law

Oxford’s unrivalled reference 
works available online

Constitutions from every 
country in the world

3  fully searchable key commentaries

75  case reports with analysis at launch 

75  further case reports added each year

2  substantial commentary updates a year

Oxford Competition Law is the only 
competition law case reporting service to 
offer translations into English of the key 
portions of foreign language judgments. 

Key titles within the resource include:
•	Oppenheim’s International Law

•	Rosalyn Higgins’ Problems and Process

•	Commentaries on the UN Charter and the Statute of the ICJ 

•	Commentary on the Torture Convention by Manfred Nowak

•	McNair’s Law of Treaties

•	Oxford Handbooks on international law topics

Key Content

•	Every National and  
Sub-national Constitution

•	Commentary

•	Supplementary 
documents

•	Monographs

•	Oxford Law Citator

Oxford Competition Law in numbers

Users Can:

•	Browse titles by author and contributor, title, and subject

•	Search full-text of every title, or search within individual titles 

•	Move between these references and case reports as well as 
further commentary and analysis 

•	Rely on the latest content with new titles added twice a year

What is Oxford Scholarly Authorities on 
International Law?

Oxford Scholarly Authorities on International Law brings 
a major new dimension to our offerings for scholars and 
practitioners working in public international law. Oxford 
Scholarly Authorities on International Law contains full-text 
online editions of market-leading reference works and treatises 
published by Oxford University Press, such as Oppenheim,  
and the Oxford Commentaries on International Law. 

All titles are fully searchable and browsable by subject matter, 
title and author, and are linked, via the Oxford Law Citator,  
to relevant case reports and articles within all of

Oxford University Press’s online law products. With integrated 
access across our international law services the researcher is 
now one step closer to the perfect research solution.

*on Oceana
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